
Shower Screens, Mirrors, 
Robes & Splashbacks
Inspiring design for a brighter future through glass



Innovate 
Inspire

Everything we create is custom designed to match your home. 

Constructed using quality materials that offer style, strength, durability 

and the confidence of lasting good looks and smooth functionality. 

Installed with the Glass Co WA award-winning approach to customer 

service and delivered at a price within your budget. When it comes  

to styling your home, Glass Co WA is clearly better.

Custom Design
All screens and robes  

are custom fit to match 
your home.

Performance
Unmatched  

strength, durability  
and functionality.

Customer Service
Delivered with the  

Glass Co WA 
award-winning approach.

Flexible 
Configuration

Whatever your layout,  
we can make it work.

Colour Range
Variety of colours  

available to match  
your style.

Workmanship 
Guarantee

Built and  
installed to last.
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Pivot  
Series

Features 
 Magnetic closing catch 
 Variety of frame colours 
 Optional stylish handles 
 Smart drainage profile

 
Options

 Framed 
 Semi-frameless 
 Frameless

Our shower screens set the standard for craftsmanship and 

value for money. Made with long-lasting, high quality materials 

and designed to adapt to numerous configurations, these 

screens offer years of trouble-free use and can be custom fit to 

any style and any budget.
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Flexible and functional
Be it a 90° or 45° pivot door, different configurations 
allow for placement of the vanity and toilet on 
either side of the screen without compromising the 
door opening. To add to the custom fit and look, all 
screens can be styled with a wide range of  
additional features and colour options.

Design Configurations
Pivot 

Slider

Panels

Can’t see your configuration? 
We’ll custom fit the doors to match your 
home, just ask our sales team.



Sliding 
Doors

Where a swinging door simply isn’t practical, our sliding door 

shower systems provide reliable strength with sleek, modern 

elegance and maximum flexibility for smaller bathrooms.  

Sliding doors reduce the overall space required for a shower 

recess, whilst minimal metal use makes cleaning easy. 

Smooth and good-looking
Along with a range of configuration like 
2, 3 and corner opening doors, both 
the semi frameless and the framed 
slider doors offer a selection of colours, 
handles and finishes to customise the 
look and match your style.

 
Options

 Framed 
 Semi-frameless 
 Frameless

Design Configurations
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Pivot 

Slider

Panels



Frameless 
Bath Panels

Frameless designs offer a sleek, minimalist style while 

maximising available space within a bathroom. With a custom 

configuration, frameless screens can be made to be the talking 

point of the room or styled to blend in. Either way, they’re 

structurally strong, easy to clean and incredibly good-looking.
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Elegant and strong
Our gorgeous glass hardware brings 
strength and luxury to your frameless 
panels, highlighting the open feel of the 
glass. Tested for durability and designed 
to be ahead of trend, you can pick and 
choose from a range of styles to create 
the look you’re after.



Mirrors

Every bathroom needs a mirror, so choose a mirror that matches your style.  

Like all of our products, our mirrors can be custom made to fit your layout.  

Easy to clean and with no sharp edges, our mirrors come in a range of styles 

including framed, semi-frameless, and stand-off frameless.

Bathrooms  
and beyond
If you want a room to 
appear more spacious, 
just add a mirror. Be it the 
lounge, living or dining, 
a mirror can add light, 
depth and style to any 
room in your home. 
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Styles

Framed Stand-off FramelessFramelessSemi-Frameless



The flat, high gloss surface provided by glass makes it the ideal material for a 

splashback. With a huge selection of colours available, and our custom design 

and installation service, splashbacks can be created as a subtle complement 

to your kitchen’s style or a bold feature statement that makes the room.

Tough and tidy
Made with high quality, 
toughened safety glass, 
our splashbacks are easy 
to clean and engineered 
to handle a lifetime in  
the kitchen. Popular Colours 

Splashbacks

Baileys

Stainless

Neutral Grey

Bright Silver

Morning Dew

Glacier

Copper

Cyan Sea

White

Bauxite

Flame Red

Billabong

Can’t see the right colour?  Contact our sales team to see our full range.



Robes  

Our robes are specified by designers and architects for their style, appreciated  

by builders for their reliability and loved by householders for their easy-clean,  

good looks and longevity. They’re made-to-measure, stylish, durable and  

designed to function smoothly for years to come. Sizes range from small double 

doors up to large multi-door super storage options. 
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White Birch (vinyl std)

Fine and functional
All systems run on hard-wearing, 
load-bearing, nylon base rollers.  
And to make sure the style lasts as 
long as the hardware, there’s a choice 
of designs that can be coupled with 
mirrors, coloured glass, melamine, 
vinyl and timber infill panels to match  
your home’s style.

Panel Colours

Glacier (vinyl std)

White Kote Mirror

Red Back (colour 
vinyl backed)

Chalk (vinyl std)

Gesso Lini Rocco Lini

Buff (vinyl std)



Frame finishes

Pearl White

Matt Silver Black (exludes robes)

Bright Silver

From modern clean-cut, non-sharp edges 

to more traditional framed shower screens 

and mirrors, Glass Co WA products are 

available in a range of colours and finishes 

to match your home’s style. If you have a 

specific style in mind, we encourage you 

to get what you want. Just ask our sales 

team and they can talk you through custom 

configurations and available styles. We’ll 

do everything we can to give you screens, 

mirrors and robes that match your lifestyle 

and fall within your budget.

Find out more. 
For more information, or a custom  

quote, get in touch today.

25 Bradford Street, Geraldton 
Western Australia 6530

PHONE  (08) 9920 9500 
FAX  (08) 9920 9501 
EMAIL  sales@glasscowa.com.au glasscowa.com.au


